ADDENDUM 3

To: All Interested Proposers

From: Linda Gonzalez, Inventory Bid Technician

Date: August 12, 2008

Subject: Bid # 08-109, Thirty (30) Cameras, Twenty Five (25) Monitors and Eight (8) Cyber Domes

Please Note:

Bid Opening has been extended to August 21, 2008

The Purchasing Department received questions relating to the above referenced proposal; the response to the following question:

1. Does the proposal need to include the installation fee?
   No

2. What is the size of the lens for Box cameras?
   2.7 - 13.5 mm

3. Do you know what model numbers you need for the 30 cameras and the 25 monitors?
   For the cameras it is SSC-E453P and for the monitors it is
   14” Color TV TUBE Series with OSD
   21” Color TV TUBE Series with OSD

4. Is there a specific Manufacture in mind or the 30 fixed cameras?
   SONY or equal too.
5. On the fixed cameras, you call for 540 lines of resolution, but only 420 lines of resolution for monitors, so no matter what the output of camera, you will only view 420 lines of resolutions. Is that what you want?
   Yes because we have other monitors

6. On the monitors you ask for 14” and 21”, how many of each do you want?
   20 of the 14” and 5 of the 21”

7. On the PTZ cameras, which DVR manufacture are we hooking these to? (Reason asking is because of control)
   SAY

8. Which manufactures are acceptable to you for these products?
   Which ever is compatible

9. Which type of cameras and monitors are the spec’s based on?
   Sony for cameras
   PSA for the monitors